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artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66541200010 Stainless Steel Band 6,4x0,5mm 30m G201 Dispenser 1 614103A  614103  26.06
66541200020 Stainless Steel Band 9,5x0,6mm 30m G201 Dispenser 1 614104A  614104  34.41
66541200030 Stainless Steel Band 12,7x0,7mm 30m G201 Dispenser 1 614105A  614105  39.22
66541200040 Stainless Steel Band 16x0,7mm 30m G201 Plastic dispenser 1 614106A  614106  43.26
66541200050 Stainless Steel Band 19x0,7mm 30m G201 Dispenser 1 614107A  614107  47.56
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201 stainless steel tape
The 201 stainless steel tape is a universal solution that 
allows you to mount different types of elements, guar-
anteeing a durable and solid connection even on heavy 
and demanding objects. A major advantage of stainless 
steel tapes is their functionality: they work well in moder-
ate weather conditions and can withstand high loads.

artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66540800010 Stainless Steel Band 6,4x0,5mm 30m G201  1 614103  614103  20.24
66540800020 Stainless Steel Band 9,5x0,6mm 30m G201  1 614104  614104  28.34
66540800030 Stainless Steel Band 12,7x0,7mm 30m G201  1 614105  614105  26.56
66540800040 Stainless Steel Band 16x0,7mm 30m G201 1 614106  614106  40.23
66540800050 Stainless Steel Band 19x0,7mm 30m G201  1 614107  614107  40.48

Standard ASTM A240, 201 stainless steel tape
The 201 stainless steel tape is a universal solution 
that allows you to mount different types of elements, 
guaranteeing a durable and solid connection even on 
heavy and demanding objects. A major advantage of 
stainless steel tapes is their functionality: they work 
well in moderate weather conditions and can withstand 
high loads.Corrosion resistance in moderate and mild 
environments
very high mechanical strength
high mechanical properties facilitate shrinking without 
material loss
oxidation resistance at high temperatures
resistance to low temperatures
smooth finish on all surfaces
Length 50 meters
Stainless steel quality 201

Loob Stainless steel strap 
type 201

Thickness 0.6 mm
A kind of package Cardboard packaging
Tape type Standard”



PACKAGING
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artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66542700010 Banding screw buckle 
  Stainless steel 304-201 1/4”50  100 614115B  614115  206.8
66542700020 Banding screw buckle 
  Stainless steel 304-201 3/8”50  100 614116B  614116  217.8
66542700030 Banding screw buckle 
  Stainless steel 304-201 1/2”25  50 614117B  614117  119.9
66542700040 Banding screw buckle 
  Stainless steel 304-201 5/8”25  50 614118B  614118  141.9
66542700050 Banding screw buckle 
  Stainless steel 304-201 3/`4”25  50 614119B  614119  150.7

Ear-Lock closure, quality 
201
An element used to clamp tensioned stainless steel 
mounting tapes. These closures are widely used in the 
energy, telecommunications, road construction, aviation, 
weapons, food and coal mining industries.
They are made of stainless steel that is resistant to cor-
rosion, UV radiation and harsh weather conditions. They 
are also resistant to mechanical factors such as vibrations 
and heavy loads.
High quality and precise finishing of the fasteners en-
sure easy installation of the tape without damaging it. 
They are perfect for urban and industrial environments 
with moderate pollution. Indoor and outdoor locations 
exposed to chloride. Thanks to the wide variety of clip 
formats, they can be perfectly tailored to all types and 
sizes of tapes we produce.

artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66541700010 Ear-Lock buckle 6,4x0,8mm G201  100 614109  614109  17.71
66541700020 Ear-Lock buckle 10x1,0mm G201  100 614110  614110  20.24
66541700030 Ear-Lock buckle 12,7x1,5mm G201  100 614111  614111  25.30
66541700040 Ear-Lock buckle 16x1,5mm G201  100 614112  614112  30.36
66541700050 Ear-Lock buckle 19x1,5mm G201  100 614113  614113  30.36

Stainless steel closure Multifunctional G304
Multi-function stainless steel fasteners are a reusable 
element used to clamp tensioned stainless steel mount-
ing tapes using a special Allen screw. Multifunctional 
reusable buckles are widely used in energy, telecommu-
nications, road construction, aviation, weapons industry, 
food industry and mining industry.
They are made of AISI 304 stainless steel, resistant to 
corrosion, UV radiation and difficult weather conditions. 
They are also resistant to mechanical factors such as 
vibrations and heavy loads

Loob screw terminals 
Stainless steel type 304-
201
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66545700010 Ear-Lock buckle 6,4x1,0mm G304   100 614109A  614109 22.77
66545700020 Ear-Lock buckle 10x1,0mm G304   100 614110A  614110 22.77
66545700030 Ear-Lock buckle 12,7x1,5mm G304   100 614111A  614111 30.36
66545700040 Ear-Lock buckle 16x1,5mm G304   100 614112A  614112 32.89
66545700050 Ear-Lock buckle 19x1,5mm G304   100 614113A  614113 32.89

Loob Stainless steel strap 
quality 1.4301/ AISI 304

Stainless steel tape of quality 1.4301/AISI 304 EN-10088-
2
The AISI 304 stainless steel tape is a universal solution 
that allows you to mount different types of elements, 
guaranteeing a durable and solid connection even on 
heavy and demanding objects. A major advantage of 
stainless steel tapes is their functionality: they work well 

artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66544700010 Stainless Steel Band 6,4x0,5mm 30m G304 1 614103B  614103  23.78
66544700020 Stainless steel band 9,5x0,7mm 30m G304 1 614104B  614104  28.84
66544700030 Stainless Steel Band 12,7x0,7mm 30m G304 1 614105B  614105  36.94
66544700040 Stainless Steel Band 16x0,7mm 30m G304 1 614106B  614106  52.62
66544700050 Stainless Steel Band 19x0,7mm 30m G304 1 614107B  614107  50.09

Clamps stainless steel type 304
Grade 1.4301 Aisi 304 standard EN 10088-2
Ear-Lock closure class 304
and element used to clamp tensioned stainless steel 
mounting tapes. These closures are widely used in the 
energy, telecommunications, road construction, aviation, 
weapons, food and coal mining industries.
They are made of stainless steel that is resistant to cor-
rosion, UV radiation and harsh weather conditions. They 
are also resistant to mechanical factors such as vibrations 
and heavy loads.

High quality and precise finishing of the fasteners en-
sure easy installation of the tape without damaging it. 
They are perfect for urban and industrial environments 
with moderate pollution. Indoor and outdoor locations 

Loob Clamps AISI 304

under difficult weather conditions and can withstand 
high loads.
Which AISI 304 stainless steel strips do we offer?
Our range includes a wide choice of AISI 304 stainless 
steel tapes. The proposed products are available in vari-
ants with different coil lengths, tape thickness and width. 
Thanks to such a wide choice of tapes it is possible to 
perfectly adapt them to the needs of the user and the 
installation location. AISI 304 stainless steel strips are 
placed in a handy cardboard packaging. This form of 
storage not only makes it easier to keep them intact, but 
also makes the job more efficient and protects against 
tape rolling and damage. The packaging also allows you 
to precisely cut the length of the tape.

exposed to chloride. Thanks to the wide variety of clip 
formats, they can be perfectly tailored to all types and 
sizes of tapes we produce.



PACKAGING
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artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66547700010 Stainless steel band type 316 6,4x0,5mm 1/4” 30m 1 614103D  614103  28.89
66547700020 Stainless steel band type 316 9,5x0,6mm 3/8”30m 1 614104D  614104  37.77
66547700030 Stainless steel band type 316 12,7x0,7mm 1/2”30m 1 614105D  614105  43.33
66547700040 Stainless steel band type 316 16x0,7mm 5/8”30m 1 614106D  614106  47.78
66547700050 Stainless steel band type 316 19x0,7mm 3/4”30m 1 614107D  614107  52.22
66547700110 Stainless Steel Band 316 6,4x0,5mm 1/4” 30m Dispenser 1 614103E  614103  28.66
66547700120 Stainless Steel Band 316 9,5x0,6mm 3/8”30m6 Dispenser 1 614104E  614104  37.85
66547700130 Stainless Steel Band 316 12,7x0,7mm 1/2”30m Dispenser 1 614105E  614105  43.14
66547700140 Stainless Steel Band 316 16x0,7mm 5/8”30m Dispenser 1 614106E  614106  47.59
66547700150 Stainless Steel Band 316 19x0,7mm 3/4”30m Dispenser 1 614107E  614107  52.32

L-type clamps type 304

An element used to clamp tensioned stainless steel 
mounting tapes. These closures are widely used in the 
energy, telecommunications, road construction, aviation, 
weapons, food and coal mining industries.
They are made of stainless steel that is resistant to cor-

artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66547200010 L Type Stainless Steel Banding 
  Buckle 6,4x0,7 mm type 304   100 614109C  614109  19.8
66547200020 L Type Stainless Steel Banding 
  Buckle 10,4x0,7 mm type 304   100 614110C  614110  20.9
66547200030 L Type Stainless Steel Banding 
  Buckle 12,7x0,8 mm type 304   100 614111C  614111  23.1
66547200040 L Type Stainless Steel Banding 
  Buckle 16,0x1,0 mm type 304   100 614112C  614112  26.4
66547200050 L Type Stainless Steel Banding 
  Buckle 20,0x1,0 mm type 304   100 614113C  614113  30.8

For Marine and coastal areas. Ship equipment. Highly 
polluted urban and industrial environments. Immedi-
ate location of roads where road salt is used. Elements 
protected from natural washing by rain. Factories with 
high pollutant emissions, chemical, petrochemical, pulp 

Stainless steel strap 316

and paper industries, textile industries. Coal and copper 
ore mining in areas sensitive to chlorides. Areas exposed 
to exhaust fumes containing sulphates. Underground 
structures, road tunnels.
Installation of cables, ventilation ducts, masts, poles, 
traffic signs; hanging additional equipment on cable 
routes, process pipes and poles; packaging for transport, 
bundling steel and plastic pipes, installing connectors for 
flexible pipes and much more. Elements used in a very 
aggressive corrosive environment. Indoor and outdoor 
locations with high humidity and chlorine.
Length 30 meters
Stainless steel quality AISI 316 (1.4401)
A kind of package Cardboard packaging and in 
dispenser

rosion, UV radiation and harsh weather conditions. They 
are also resistant to mechanical factors such as vibrations 
and heavy loads. High quality and precise finishing of 
the fasteners ensure easy installation of the tape without 
damaging it. They are perfect for urban and industrial 
environments with moderate pollution. Indoor and out-
door locations exposed to chloride. Thanks to the wide 
variety of clip formats, they can be perfectly tailored to 
all types and sizes of tapes we produce.
high strength and durability, resistant to high and low 
temperatures, resistant to tearing, can withstand heavy 
loads, vibration resistant, made of stainless steel, resis-
tant to UV radiation, Stainless, Stainless steel quality AISI 
304 (1.4301), Thickness 1.0 mm, Minimum quantity 100 
pieces, Closure type L-type
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66551200010 Protective rubber band 10mm 10m   1 795436A  795436 20.24
66551200020 Protective rubber band 20mm 10m   1 795436  795436 22.77

Loob ZAP19.Clamps 
stainless steel type 316 

For Marine and coastal areas. Ship equipment. Highly 
polluted urban and industrial environments. Immedi-
ate location of roads where road salt is used. Elements 
protected from natural washing by rain. Factories with 
high pollutant emissions, chemical, petrochemical, pulp 

artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr  IMPA  Ppst

66548200010 Ear-Lock buckle Stainless steel type 316 6,4x1,0mm 100 614109F  614109  37.93
66548200020 Ear-Lock buckle Stainless steel type 316 10x1,0mm 100 614110F  614110  42.52
66548200030 Ear-Lock buckle Stainless steel type 316 12,7x1,5mm 100 614111F  614111  78.27
66548200040 Ear-Lock buckle Stainless steel type 316 16x1,5mm 100 614112F  614112  80.30
66548200050 Ear-Lock buckle Stainless steel type 316 19x1,5mm 100 614113F  614113  88.50

The protective rubber tape is an element used to protect 
vulnerable elements from damage when mounting Loob 
stainless steel mounting tapes on them.
The protective tape acts as a cover that is applied 
over the steel tape during installation and protects the 
elements on which the Loob stainless steel tapes are 
mounted against damage.

This type of protection is used, among other things, on 
electricity poles, lighting poles and traffic lights.

PRODUCT FEATURES:

black color
special tape widths: 20 mm, 10 mm
made entirely of high-quality rubber
easy installation
low weight
high-quality finish
UV resistance

Protective rubber band

and paper industries, textile industries. Coal and copper 
ore mining in areas sensitive to chlorides. Areas exposed 
to exhaust fumes containing sulphates. Underground 
structures, road tunnels.
Installation of cables, ventilation ducts, masts, poles, 
traffic signs; hanging additional equipment on cable 
routes, process pipes and poles; packaging for transport, 
bundling steel and plastic pipes, installing connectors for 
flexible pipes and much more. Elements used in a very 
aggressive corrosive environment. Indoor and outdoor 
locations with high humidity and chlorine.

Stainless steel quality AISI 316 (1.4401)



PACKAGING
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Loob BSS screw strapping 
machine
The Loob screw strapping device is a tool used for 
tensioning stainless steel straps up to 20 mm wide in all 
steel grades offered by Loob.

The device is made of anti-corrosion galvanized steel. 
The tool also has built-in blades for cutting stainless 
steel.

It is used together with steel strap clasps. The strapping 
machine is suitable for use in various environments.

The strapping machine has a system of replaceable 
blades and bearings.

artikel  omschrijving     ApVV Couple nr IMPA Ppst

66541200010 Banding Tool 6,4 -20 mm    1 614101  614101 80.5

artikel  omschrijving     ApVV Couple nr IMPA Ppst

66542800020 Ratchet-Type Banding Tool 6,4 -20 mm   1 614101A  614101 115

The Common Type Loob ratchet strapping device is 
designed for installing stainless steel straps of any type 
with a width from 6.4 mm to 20 mm, used for installation, 
among others: elements on power and telecommunica-
tions poles.

It is made of anti-corrosion galvanized steel with plastic 
elements.

The device has a built-in system of blades for cutting 
tapes, which significantly facilitates their installation.

The strapping machine is very simple and convenient to 
use.

Loob BGS ratchet-Type Ten-
sioning Tool
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artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66543700010 XL Buckles type 201 3/4”   100 614113XL-3/4 614113  242
66543700020 XL Buckles type 201 1”   100 614113XL-1 614114  352
66543700030 XL Buckles type 201 1 1/4”   100 614114XL-11/4 614114  506

Clamps stainless steel type 304

Grade 1.4301 Aisi 304 standard EN 10088-2
Ear-Lock closure class 304
An element for tightly clamping XL mounting tapes. 
These fasteners are widely used in the energy, telecom-
munications, road and railway industries, the weapons 
industry, the food industry and the coal mining industry.

They are made of stainless steel that is resistant to cor-
rosion, UV radiation and harsh weather conditions. They 
are also resistant to mechanical factors such as vibrations 
and heavy loads.

High quality and precise finishing of the fasteners en-
sure easy installation of the tape without damaging it. 
They are perfect for urban and industrial environments 
with moderate pollution. Indoor and outdoor locations 
exposed to chloride. Intended for XL type stainless steel 
mounting tapes only.

Loob XL Stainless steel 
clamps type 304

Loob XL Stainless steel 
strap AISI 304 

AISI 304 XL stainless steel tape
Grade 1.4301 Aisi 304 standard EN 10088-2
The AISI 304 XL stainless steel tape is a universal solution 
that allows you to mount different types of elements, 
guaranteeing a durable and solid connection even on 
heavy and demanding objects. A major advantage of 
stainless steel tapes is their functionality: they work well 

artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr  IMPA  Ppst

66543300010 XL Stainless steel band 304 19x1,0mm 30m 3/4” 30mtr. 1 614107C-XL 614107  77
66543300020 XL Stainless steel band 304 25x1,0mm 30m 1” 30mtr. 1 614108C-XL 614108  79.86
66543300030 XL Stainless steel band 304 32x1,0mm 30m  1 1/4” 30mtr. 1 614108C-XL 614108  123.2

under difficult weather conditions and can withstand 
high loads.

Which AISI 304 XL stainless steel strips do we offer?
Our range includes a wide choice of AISI 304 XL stainless 
steel tapes. The proposed products are available in vari-
ants with different coil lengths, tape thickness and width. 
Thanks to such a wide choice of tapes it is possible to 
perfectly adapt them to the needs of the user and the 
installation location. AISI 304 XL stainless steel strips are 
placed in a handy cardboard packaging. This form of 
storage not only makes it easier to keep them intact, but 
also makes the job more efficient and protects against 
tape rolling and damage. The packaging also allows you 
to precisely cut the length of the tape.



PACKAGING
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Loob BS(XL) Banding Tool 
“heavy duty”

The XL screw strapping device is a special tool used for 
tensioning stainless steel straps with a thickness of 1 and 
1.2 mm and a width of 19, 25 and 32 mm. The device 
is made of anti-corrosion galvanized steel. The tool also 
has built-in blades for cutting stainless steel, which sig-
nificantly facilitates its use. The strapping device is used 
with steel strap clasps. The device is suitable for opera-
tion in various environments.

TECHNICAL DATA:
Dimensions: 30 x 12 x 8.7 cm
Mechanism: manual
Tape width range: 19-32 mm
Tape thickness range: 1.0-1.2 mm
Grey colour
Weight: 2.8 kg

artikel  omschrijving     ApVV Couple nr IMPA Ppst

66544600010 Banding Tool “heavy duty”    1 614101C  614101 185.9

artikel  omschrijving     ApVV Couple nr IMPA Ppst

66554000010 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 150x4,5mm G304 100 794889  794889 17.71
66554000020 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 200x4,5mm G304 100 794889  794889 20.24
66554000030 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 250x4,5mm G304 100 794889  794889 20.24
66554000040 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 300x4,5mm G304 100 794890  794890 20.24
66554000050 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 350x4,5mm G304 100 794890  794890 22.77
66554000060 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 400x4,5mm G304 100 794890  794890 25.3
66554000110 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 200x7,9mm G304 100 794889  794889 30.36
66554000120 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 300x7,9mm G304 100 794890  794890 35.42
66554000130 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 400x7,9mm G304 100 794890  794890 40.48
66554000140 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 600x7,9mm G304 100 794891  794891 63.25
66554000150 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 750x7,9mm G304 100 794891  794891 63.25
66554000160 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 1050x7,9mm G304 100 794891  794891 78.43
66554000170 Ball-Lok Stainless Steel Cable Tie 1200x7,9mm G304 100 794891  794891 88.55

Ball-lock stainless steel clamping system
Stainless steel cable tie tool with ball lock

Tool for clamping and cutting stainless steel self-locking 
clamps. It is resistant to corrosion and oxidation. Perfect 
for Ball-lock clamps made of various types of stainless 
steel. Using the handle you can adjust the tension of the 
band according to your needs and you can easily cut off 
the excess band using the built-in mechanism.

The tool is very simple and fast to use.

Ball-Lok cable tie stainless 
steel 304
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artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66561500010 Stamped band 9x0,6mm 30m G304  1 614104  614104  40.48
66561500020 Stamped band 12x0,6mm 30m G304  1 614105  614105  65.78
66561500030 Stamped band clamps 9mm G304  50 614110  614110  39.22
66561500040 Stamped band clamps 12mm G304  50 614111  614111  53.13
66561500110 Stamped band 9x0,6mm 30m G430  1 614104  614104  31.88
66561500120 Stamped band 12x0,6mm 30m G430  1 614105  614105  31.88
66561500130 Stamped band clamps 9mm G430  50 614110  614110  25.3
66561500140 Stamped band clamps 12mm G430  50 614111  614111  37.95

Stainless steel band crimping pliers with ball closure 
(pistol)
Ball-lock stainless steel clamping system
Stainless steel cable tie tool with ball lock

Ball-lock tool NBL

Ball-Lock band crimping 
pliers ZBL 

Stainless steel band crimping pliers with ball closure 
(pistol)
Ball-lock stainless steel clamping system

artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66556700010 Ball-Lock Tensioning Gun ZBL   1 614101  614101  154.33

Stainless steel cable tie tool with ball lock
The tool is used for quick and economical installation of 
stainless steel ball clamps. Automatically tensions and 
cuts strips up to 7.9 mm wide and 0.3 mm thick. It also 
allows you to adjust the tension force using a knob on 
the bottom of the handle.
This tool is perfect for industrial installations, energy and 
telecommunications. This allows you to tighten the tape 
loop and cut it automatically after the specified tension 
is reached.
It is a fast and effective tool with a guarantee of five 
thousand full band tensions and cutting.

artikel  omschrijving    ApVV Couple nr IMPA  Ppst

66556200010 Ball-lock tool NBL    1 614101  614101  101.2

A product for making your own clamps with a screw mechanism. 
This solution allows you to make a clamp of any diameter. It is 
made of stainless steel. Special screw clips are required for com-
plete installation. The worm tape has a very wide range of applica-
tions, including: in automotive workshops or the hydraulic industry 
for fastening hoses, ducts and air ducts. Thanks to the high-quality 
finish, the tape can be used in difficult environments. Length 30 
meters, Stainless steel quality, AISI 304 (1.4301)

Screwband Stainless steel
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